






 

 Part 2: Jesus - characteristics that  
 might surprise us  

‘Pick n Mix’ sessions and resources for use on group Zoom calls or 
in socially distanced group meetings  

a) Jesus helps a celebration  
b) A just anger 

c) The perspective changer

       Photo by Nathan Bingle on Unsplash 



Introduction  
The series for this term is called “the journey” which looks at the life of Jesus on earth from 
a young person to the risen Saviour. This pack contains three sessions. We have included 
materials which can be used either on Zoom calls or where groups are able to meet (in a 
socially distanced way as the easing of lockdown regulations in different nations of the UK 
allows). Please note there is absolutely no compulsion to rush back to face-to-face 
meetings. You will know best what is most appropriate for your group.  
NB. Please see https://www.urbansaints.org/leaders-area for nation-specific guidelines as 
they apply to Urban Saints’ Groups. 
We have focussed this material on young people of secondary school age. Those of you 
running groups with under 11’s may like to use the ‘Kids Club by Post’ weekly materials as 
the basis for your sessions. These will follow the same weekly themes as ‘the journey’ this 
term and can be downloaded from https://www.energize.uk.net/pages/kids_club_by_post  
With the material here, you don’t have to do all the elements suggested, these are simply 
ideas to pick from. Activities tend to last a little bit longer on Zoom than in real time, so we 
think it would be hard to get through all of these. Please do let us know what has worked 
wel l and what d idn’ t - we’d real ly find your feedback helpful - emai l : 
ahughes@saintygymuned.org   

Games ideas  
We have been compiling a list of games ideas, so if you need more, you may want to look 
here: https://docs.google.com/document/d/
1uaI-6sZw0JikO1t5fRnBUAzFX__nouTe40_MrqQOUYI/edit?usp=sharing   

Contents: 

Page   3 Jesus helps a celebration 
Page   9 A just anger 
Page  13 The perspective changer 
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Future packs planned in this series :  

Pack 3: Jesus - but not as you expect (to be published 11/02/21)  
The woman at the well - John 4:1-42  
The woman caught in adultery - John 8  
Zacchaeus - Luke 19:1-10  

Pack 4: Jesus - the difference He makes in our lives (to be published 04/03/21)  
Jesus calms the storm - Luke 8:22-25  
Raising of Lazarus - John 11:1-46 
Palm Sunday - entry to Jerusalem - Luke 19  

Pack 5: Jesus - the reason He came (to be published 18/03/21)  
The thief on the cross - Luke 23:32-43  
Jesus is alive - John 20 
Many see Jesus alive - 1 Corinthians 15 
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 Jesus helps a celebration  

 Main point of this session:  
 To understand that Jesus was passionate about people and happy 

to help when a celebration was under threat.  

Key to suggested suitability markers: 
O  This material is designed/suitable for older/more mature young people  
Z  Can be used on Zoom 
SD  Can be used in a socially distanced group meeting  

Opener (Z, SD) 
Show the group the pictures of different celebrations (page 7) and ask them the following: 
Questions: 

What are the people celebrating?  
1. Sporting achievement (motor racing), 2. Birthday, 3. Marriage, 4. University Graduation, 5. 
Baptism, 6. Sporting achievement (football), 7. Exam results, 8. Christmas 

Why are they marking the event? 
How are they celebrating? 

Discussion starter (Z, SD) 
Show the group the following clip: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZLi5f_i30Q  
At least 2 people on the video refer to the story we are looking at in this session which 
involved a celebration. 
Questions: 

When you think of celebrations, what comes to mind? What  kinds of people come to 
mind? 
Would you immediately think of Jesus? 

Activity: Match the celebration (Z, SD) 
Most people will have heard of Christian celebrations like Christmas and Easter, but can the 
group match up these other celebrations with why they are important (page 8)? 

Answers: 
Epiphany - A celebration marking when the Wise Men visited Jesus. This marks Jesus’ birth 
being an epiphany (revelation) to the Wise Men, and was inclusive as they weren’t Jewish. 
Good Friday - Oddly named, this marks Jesus' death, but also that it wasn't the end of the 
story. The Friday before Easter Sunday. It is called ‘Good’ because when He died and 
returned to life, it proved His power over death. 
Mother’s Day - Once a year, people were allowed to return to go home to where they came 
from to attend church there. This used to be called Mothering Sunday, as people went back 
to their ‘mother church’. 
Pentecost - This celebrates God sending the Holy Spirit to be with His people to help them. 
Pentecost shows us that we are not alone, and God is with us through His Spirit. 
Pancake Day - This day started as a time to confess wrong things done before spending 
some time without food. Also known as Shrove Tuesday, this was a chance to use up 
ingredients before giving up some food for Lent. 
Continued overleaf… 
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Continued… 
Maundy Thursday - This strange word comes from the Latin for "command," and refers to 
Jesus' commandment to "Love one another as I have loved you." It marks the Last Supper 
and Jesus washing the disciples' feet. This is the day before Good Friday and shows Jesus 
was willing to serve and love others. 

Game: Fishbowl (Z, SD) 
Have each group member send the host a message with one of their achievements - big or 
small - that no one else would know. The host then reads them out one at a time and 
everyone has to guess who that statement is from. You might want to encourage them to 
write strange achievements like “I got up as the alarm rang rather than snoozing it”, “I ate 
all my peas last week” or “I cleaned the bathroom without being asked”. This is an 
opportunity to celebrate together, things to be proud of for all of the group. 

Introduction: What happens next? (Z, SD) 
Use the video to guess what happens next. It would be a good idea to watch this first to 
check its suitability for your group. You will need to pause between each clip. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWssn2ONZFo&ab_channel=LADbibleTV 

Ask the group if any of the events surprised them. 
Explain that in this session we are looking at a time Jesus acted in a way many wouldn’t 
expect - those at a party could never guess what would happen next! 

Film suggestion: Spider-man: Homecoming (12A) (Z, SD) 
Watch the full film or the trailer here:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9DwoQ7HWvI&ab_channel=MovieclipsTrailers 
Ned has a surprise learning his friend, Peter Parker, balances being a regular ‘nerdy’ 
teenager at school with his alter-ego, Spider-man, a superhero.  

Questions: 
How does Ned react when he sees Peter in his Spider-man outfit? 
Have you ever discovered something about someone which went against what you 
thought of them? Was this positive or negative? 
How do you think you’d react if you saw a church/group leader partying? 

Bible study: John 2:1-12 (Z, SD) 
Read John 2:1-5. 
Some of the young people might view Jesus or Christianity as really boring, where you have 
to follow a bunch of rules without having any fun. As you stop the story at verse 5 ask them: 
“If you don’t know the story what do you think Jesus does next? If you do know the ending, 
is this what you would expect of Jesus? Why/why not?” 
Maybe some would have thought that Jesus wouldn’t get involved/told his mum that it 
didn’t matter.  

Read John 2:6-12. 
Jesus turned water into wine - not just any wine, but better wine than had been at the 
wedding in the first place! In some ways that seems surprising, perhaps we don’t think of 
Jesus when we think of partying. 
Continued overleaf… 
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Continued… 
Questions: 

Have you ever been at a party where something went wrong? 
What does this story tell us about Jesus? 
Does what Jesus did surprise you? 
What does this tell us about celebrations? Are all ways of celebrating totally good or 
totally bad? 

Going deeper (O, Z, SD) 
The story in the Bible study is centred around a wedding celebration that would have 
lasted several days and involved quite a bit of eating and drinking. The people drank so 
much that the wine ran out and Jesus stepped in to help them. Some Christians firmly 
believe that He turned the water into non-alcoholic wine. Others don’t agree. It does raise 
some important questions we can discuss: 

Does drinking equal celebration and does celebration always have to involve drinking? 
What does God think of drinking?  

Now read together Ephesians 5:15-18.  
There are a number of important things here for us: 

Vs15 ‘Don’t live like fools…’ I’m sure we can all think of examples of foolish behaviour we have 
seen when people have been drunk. Maybe share a few but insist they are anonymous and 
don’t relate to anyone in the group. 

Vs17 ‘Don’t act thoughtlessly, but understand what the Lord wants you to do.’ God has the 
very best plan for each one of us. If we are going to know what this is, we will need to keep 
a clear head so that we don’t miss anything. If we are drunk, we are unable to 
communicate with God and probably not going to pay attention to what He has for us - we 
are impaired. Challenge: do we want to live in a way that pleases God? 

Vs18 ‘Don’t be drunk with wine, because that will ruin your life. Instead, be filled with the 
Holy Spirit.’   The Bible doesn’t say, ‘you should never drink alcohol.’ But this verse makes it 
clear that we shouldn’t get drunk. There is a distinction between drinking and 
drunkenness. It’s easy to understand this distinction when we’re not drinking but 
sometimes we can be tempted to keep going to a point where we can no longer tell right 
from wrong or wisdom from thoughtlessness. For those that struggle with this, it may well 
be better not to drink at all - however strange others may find this.

Discuss together:  
What does it look like to celebrate without drunkenness? 
What does it mean to live our lives in an attitude of celebration? 

Closing activity (Z, SD) 
If you have time and resources why not put together a party pack for each of your young 
people (i.e. some chocolate, party glasses, party blowers, balloons and craft supplies to 
decorate a paper party hat)? You could all make a party hat out of newspaper or general 
paper and see who can make the fanciest, funnest or craziest one. Simply spend time 
celebrating. And towards the end you might want to turn to thanksgiving prayers. Thank 
God that He is a God of celebration and for the fun time together. 
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Challenge of the week (Z, SD) 
As we’ve been thinking this week about celebration, find a creative way to celebrate 
someone’s achievement during lockdown. This might be something specific they have 
done or simply an aspect of their character. 
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 A just anger  

 Main point of this session:  
To see that, while anger can often be destructive, Jesus shows us 

that it’s sometimes right to be angry and take action.  

Leaders please note 
This session looks at anger. Please be aware that some of your group might struggle with 
anger themselves or may be living with family members who have issues which have been 
exacerbated by living under pressure of lockdown etc. Should this arise in your group 
(publicly), do follow up appropriately with the group member afterwards to ensure they 
are not in danger or suffering abuse of any kind. 

Key to suggested suitability markers: 
O  This material is designed/suitable for older/more mature young people  
Z  Can be used on Zoom 
SD  Can be used in a socially distanced group meeting 

Opener: Arrghhh! (Z, SD) 
Display the Powerpoint (https://drive.google.com/file/d/1axj-O6E01Xlbts-MfDHrWzh-
ItvUPOWz/view?usp=sharing). Vote on the scale of 1-10 how frustrating the picture is, and 
which photo makes the group most wound up! Which would they most like to change? 

Opener: Impact of anger (Z, SD) 
1. Ask the group, “what’s your biggest pet peeve? What really winds you up?”. Some 

examples could be: a badly made cup of tea, people who breathe too loudly, chewing 
noises, pen clicking, cracking knuckles, knives in the washing up bowl, licking 
envelopes, poor grammar or people who focus on grammar… 

2. Sometimes people channel their anger to drive change. Inventions and businesses 
can come out of frustration in action.  
Here are a few examples: 

In 1900 Albert Kestin was angry that church was boring for young people, so 
started the journey towards Crusaders/Urban Saints: 
https://www.urbansaints.org/history 
4Ocean founders were frustrated with the amount of plastic in the ocean, so 
developed a product to help clear marine debris and work to prevent further 
pollution:  
https://www.4ocean.com/pages/our-story 
The story of Who Gives A Crap shows how a group of people took action against 
the lack of access to sanitation for over 2 billion people in the world:  
https://uk.whogivesacrap.org/pages/about-us and an optional video is here: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYbeImwsbyY&ab_channel=WhoGivesACrap  

3. What are the things that make you so furious you want to take action? 
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Discussion starter (Z, SD) 
Be aware that there might not always be a right or wrong answer - our reactions are 
influenced by our background, pressure we’re under, upbringing, passions etc. You may 
have group members who live with unhealthy anger in their home environment. 

Questions: 
Have you ever seen someone normally peaceful get angry? What was it about? 
Is there sometimes a cumulative build up to anger? 
Is it always helpful to show anger? 
When is it really necessary to show anger? 

A. Your sister has taken your phone yet again without asking. Explore why she might 
have taken it. Is a phone worth getting angry about? 

B. The teacher in class continues to overlook Ben. Explore why it might be important to 
stand up for Ben. 

C. One of your friends is pushed over and falls to the floor. What if it turns out it was just 
an accident even by someone you don’t like.?Would that change the situation? 

What makes the difference between it being OK or not OK to show an angry response? 

Film suggestion: The Blind Side (Z, SD) 
This film tells the story of Leigh Anne Tuohy discovering a young man, Michael ("Big Mike") 
Oher, doesn’t have a bed for the night. She invites him to sleep on her family’s sofa, and 
over time he becomes part of the family. Leigh Anne channels her anger at Mike’s difficult 
start to life and that he has no safe home; it led her to be part of changing his life and 
giving him opportunities he may otherwise have missed. 
Mike ends up getting extra education and becoming an NFL star. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvqj_Tk_kuM&ab_channel=MovieclipsClassicTrailersv  

Questions: 
How does Leigh Anne use anger to produce a positive response? 
Do you know of anyone who has channeled their anger and turned it into something 
good? 
Leigh Anne had a house and money. What do you have available to you, which can be 
employed to achieve positive action? (Time, talents, influence, etc.) 

Game: Moo (SD) 
Invite two people at a time to the challenge of not laughing. Each pair takes it in turns to 
moo at the other in the funniest and silliest way, and whichever laughs first loses the round. 

Game: What am I feeling? (Z, SD) 
Pick a sentence like: “Today has been the best day of my life”. Message a young person an 
emotion such as ‘sad’ and have them read the sentence in that emotion. The rest of the 
group have to guess what the emotion is. Let the young person who guessed it first read 
the sentence in a different emotion (i.e. angry, surprised, happy, excited). 
Another variation of the game is to do a facial expression that matches the emotion. For 
example a sad face when you send them the emotion ‘sad’. 
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Game: 60 second challenge (Z, SD) 
Ask for a talkative volunteer and explain that you are going to give them one minute to 
speak about a subject you’ll give them. They are not allowed to repeat any words, hesitate, 
recite lists or deviate from the subject. 
Other members of the group can challenge them if they break any of these rules - this 
stops the clock. If it is a correct challenge, the challenger gets to speak on the same subject 
for the rest of the minute (or until they, in turn, are challenged). Give a prize to whoever is 
talking at the end of the minute. 
Possible subjects related to today’s theme are: anger, frustration, joy, reaction, competition. 

Activity: News headlines (Z, SD)  
Explain to the group that you are going to give them 4 minutes to find a news headline 
online of something that would make Jesus angry. They can look at any online news 
channel (if needs be, suggest BBC News, Sky News etc). 
At the end of the 4 minutes, invite the group to share what they’ve found and explain why 
they think this headline would make Jesus angry.  

Bible study: John 2:13-17 (Z, SD) 
Read the passage together and/or show your group this video version: 
Video clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrRdyE4KkbU 

Explain to the group that the Temple was the place in Jerusalem where people went to 
worship God. This was why Jesus went on this day as He would have done many times 
during His life. The equivalent today would be going to a cathedral in a large city.  
Question to discuss: What did Jesus find at the Temple that made Him SO angry?  

We wouldn’t expect a cathedral to be full of money changers and animal sellers. A 
cathedral or a temple is for worship and prayer, it is not a market. Jesus said, “Get these 
things out of here. Stop turning my Father’s house into a marketplace.” 
Explain to the group that there were probably two things that made Jesus angry: 

1. He knew that God was His Father so His sense of being offended was personal to 
Him. The priests in the Temple should have stopped this practice but they allowed it - 
they didn’t have the same passion for God. This was an abuse of their position and it 
offended Jesus. 

2. The money changers were at the Temple because the priests had ruled that only 
certain kinds of money could be given to God in the Temple. They had made it more 
difficult for ordinary people to come and pray and worship. This was the exact 
opposite of what they were supposed to do. Jesus Himself came to reconnect people 
to God so this offended Him too. 

Questions: 
Did Jesus just lose His temper and react inappropriately, or was He right to overturn the 
market stalls? ie. was it a ‘just/righteous’ anger? 
Did He hurt anyone in the process? Did He offend anyone? Was this OK to do? 
Thinking back to headlines that make Jesus angry, what things today do you think He 
would take this kind of action over? 
Is this the same as when you last got angry? 
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Going deeper (O, Z, SD) 
First, make a list about what the group knows about God - try to include things about His 
love, justice and goodness. This will come into play later. 
We’ve looked at different reasons why people might be angered, but we need to think 
about when anger turns from righteous (morally right) anger to unproductive anger. 

Ephesians 4:26-27 (MSG) 
Go ahead and be angry. You do well to be angry—but don’t use your anger as fuel for 
revenge. And don’t stay angry. Don’t go to bed angry. Don’t give the Devil that kind of 
foothold in your life. 

When anger turns to revenge, getting even or punishing others, then we place ourselves in 
the position reserved for God - as Judge of others. The Bible makes it clear that it is God’s 
job to pass judgement and deal with the consequences of actions. James 4:12 puts it this 
way,  

“God alone, who gave the law, is the Judge. He alone has the power to save or to destroy. 
So what right do you have to judge your neighbour?”. 

Questions: 
Have you ever thought about different types of anger? 
What can we do when we are tempted to take revenge and lose our temper? 
How does the list we made about what God is like, relate to the verse from James? Do 
you trust God to judge people instead of yourself? 

Closing activity: #Activism (Z, SD) 
There are three types of anger: aggressive, passive, and actionable. 
Aggressive anger rages, but without any positive results. It's like punching a wall where 
you’re the only person getting hurt. 
Passive anger is where you get annoyed but don’t do anything about it. It achieves 
nothing. “Someone should do something about this”. It's like adding Mentos to a Coke 
bottle, waiting to explode. 
Actionable anger has a just cause, and some positive action results. So rather than 
throwing an old banana away, you’re making banana bread out of it. 

Watch the video with the group (stop after 2 minutes 25 seconds as the rest are previews 
and adverts): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3QD17ajQ58s&ab_channel=BlimeyCow 
This video looks at how easy it is to get angry about injustice, but actually doing something 
about it carries a cost. Many people complain or seem to speak out against wrong, but 
what Jesus shows us is that to be righteously angry, we need to take action too.  

Challenge of the week (Z, SD) 
If we believe that there are things which make Jesus angry and which we should, therefore, 
be angry about, it raises a question for us: ‘what are you going to do about it?’ 
Thinking about these things, what could you do? It might not be necessary to do anything 
as radical as Jesus did. This week’s challenge is to think about these things and DO 
SOMETHING. Here are some examples:  

You could sign or even start a petition. 
You could write to your MP or council about something that is unfair. 
You could do something to help someone who is disadvantaged or treated unfairly. 
You could change the way you shop or what you buy. 
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 The perspective changer  

 Main point of this session:  
 To understand that a relationship with Jesus offers us an eternal 

perspective which changes how we live now.  

Key to suggested suitability markers: 
O  This material is designed/suitable for older/more mature young people  
Z  Can be used on Zoom 
SD  Can be used in a socially distanced group meeting 

Opener: Life after birth (Z, SD) 
Look at the PDF (page 16) of a conversation in the womb. You could either have different 
people reading the two parts, or read it over calming music. 
This is a parable exploring life after death, and the similarity of babies thinking of life after 
birth. 
Questions: 

How does this make you feel about the idea of life after death? 
How might our beliefs change how we interpret this story? 
Does it make you think differently? 

Discussion starter (Z, SD) 
Talk with your group about whether they have ever questioned a parent’s decision at the 
time, but later gained a new perspective and understood why that decision was made. 
A couple of classic examples might be: 

“Go to bed by 9pm” - this might feel unfair at the time, but maybe your parents are just 
making sure you’re not tired in the morning. 
“Eat your vegetables” - this is so your body can function well and have the fuel it needs. 

Now have a look at the picture on page 17. Explain to the group that sometimes we won't 
fully understand all that is going on; we can, however, know that God is good, ultimately 
sees more than we do, and often is at work even when we're aren't even aware. 

Film suggestion: Avatar (12A) (Z, SD) 
Avatar follows Jake, who is plugged into a new world to infiltrate and gain the trust of the 
native Na’avi. 
He starts the film by viewing the Na’avi as a species which needs to be removed from an 
energy-rich environment, but over time gains a new perspective of what is important, who 
are heroes, and what the right thing to do is. 
The trailer for Avatar is here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5PSNL1qE6VY&ab_channel=20thCenturyStudios 

Questions: 
Is it sometimes difficult to know what is right and what is wrong? 
Are there times you have gained a new understanding and it’s changed your opinion of 
people/situations? 
Is there a way we can work out how to make the right judgements? 
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Game: Google Earth landmarks (Z, SD) 
Use the UK landmarks quiz, or the world version if you’re feeling adventurous (links below). 
Have the group try to identify the well-known landmarks by the aerial view of them.  
Most of the group won’t be able to identify them all, but afterwards point out that even 
familiar things can look very different from another perspective. 

UK landmarks quiz: 
https: //drive.google.com/file/d/1-YYNhME_RaeCQNOOw8tSZCHZ7FWEhYxH/view?
usp=sharing 

World landmarks quiz: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fcf4cIHl-e4Y-eSYR2FfV4l3gWKULV3C/view?usp=sharing  

Game: What is it? (Z, SD) 
Show the group the 6 pictures (page 18) and invite them to guess what each picture is and 
write down their answers. 
Now show the answers (page 19) and see who scores the most. 
Comment: often seeing things from a different perspective makes a difference. 

Game: Anagrams (Z, SD) 
Display a copy of the anagrams sheet (page 20) and challenge the group to unjumble the 
letters. Point out that all the words are familiar until they are mixed up and seen in a 
different way. This can make them difficult to recognise despite the fact they are made 
from the same letters. Answers: 1. Spaghetti, 2. Chips, 3. Pizza, 4. Chicken nuggets, 5. 
Sausage rolls 6. Lasagne, 7. Macaroni cheese, 8. Chocolate. 

Bible study: John 3:1-21 (Z, SD) 
This passage may be best read from the Message version, and possibly in chunks with 
pauses for the young people to ask questions. 
It is remarkable to look at who Jesus is teaching here - a teacher himself! Nicodemus was 
leading others and yet he didn’t understand what Jesus was saying.  
Focus on verses 16-17, Jesus is explaining to Nicodemus that God didn’t want the world to 
be destroyed but that God had sent Jesus out of love. This was not to accuse the world, but 
to put it right and help. We can receive that same help ourselves through a relationship 
with Jesus. This conversation with Jesus changed Nicodemus’ perspective, and getting to 
know Jesus can change ours too. 

Even some of the best things on earth are a pale glimpse of what is to come in heaven. 
1 Corinthians 13:12 (MSG) says, 
“We don’t yet see things clearly. We’re squinting in a fog, peering through a mist. But it 
won’t be long before the weather clears and the sun shines bright! We’ll see it all then, see 
it all as clearly as God sees us, knowing him directly just as he knows us!” 

Questions: 
In which ways does Nicodemus’ perspective change when he meets Jesus? 
Have you ever had a conversation with someone that changed your point of view? If 
yes, what happened? 
How can a relationship with Jesus change how we think of our circumstances? 
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Going deeper (O, Z, SD) 
Ask the group if anyone knows the story of the tortoise and the hare. Watch a version of it 
here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1GNBB61GmY&ab_channel=NewYorkPost 
Ask the group how the long term view of Jesus' teaching relates to the fable of the tortoise 
and the hare. 

Many people live their lives as if this is all there is - they try to gain as much as possible at 
any cost. Like the hare, they may take shortcuts or get ahead to begin with, but just 
because something initially looks good, it doesn’t always help them win the race overall. 
These people do not take the long term view of eternity. Christians believe that we will live 
forever with God after this life, which is why taking care of our souls and relationship with 
God is more important than temporary satisfaction. Like the tortoise, blessing others may 
not get us ahead really quickly, but it will ensure we are winners in life, and with God, 
forever. 

Activity: Different perspectives (Z, SD) 
This is a classic video which some young people may not have seen. Display the clip and tell 
the young people to follow the instructions on the video. It may work best to offer small 
prizes/rewards for all who answer the question correctly. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJG698U2Mvo&ab_channel=DanielSimons 

In the video we are instructed to count the basketball passes; while we are distracted by the 
players, a gorilla walks on to the court in the middle of the group. Only on rewatching the 
clip can we see it. It is right in front of us, yet we totally miss it because we are not holding 
the ‘big picture’ in mind.  
While we focus on the immediate situation in front of us, sometimes we can miss God 
working on the bigger picture.  
Revisit 1 Corinthians 13:12, and discuss whether anyone has experienced a difficult time, only 
to discover that something bigger was going on. 

Closing activity (Z, SD) 
Have everyone stand up visible, but as far away from the screen as they can. Next, have 
everyone place something where they are standing (it could be as simple as a sock or one 
of their shoes). Now, let everyone take two steps forward.  
Help the group reflect on this is a journey; as we are walking with Jesus (if that’s what we 
have decided), we are slowly being transformed. It might not feel like a step forward is a lot, 
but as you take a couple of steps forward and look back you can see how far you have 
come. You can even take a step back and still see that overall you’ve still moved forward. 

Challenge of the week (Z, SD) 
Remind the group that there are lots of different perspectives on life (and death) - all 
sincerely held by different people. What is important is to find the truth. Christians believe 
in Jesus who says, “I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father 
except through me.” (John 14:6). 
This week’s challenge is to take a positive step towards Jesus. This might mean praying for 
the first time - even something like ‘I’m not sure if You’re there but, if You are, please show 
me.’ Or you might be prepared to ask Jesus to be the boss of your life and to discover some 
of what Nicodemus did. You can ask your group leader how to begin. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1GNBB61GmY&ab_channel=NewYorkPost
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJG698U2Mvo&ab_channel=DanielSimons
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Life after Birth

“I don’t know, but there will be more light than here. Maybe we will
walk with our legs and eat from our mouths.”

 In a mother’s womb were two babies. One asked        
the other: “Do you believe in life after delivery?”
The other replies, “Why, of course. There has to be 

The other says, “This is absurd! Walking is impossible. 
And eat with our mouths? Ridiculous. The umbilical cord 
supplies nutrition. Life after delivery is to be excluded. The
umbilical cord is too short".
“I think there is something and maybe it’s different than it is
here.”
The other replies, “No one has ever come back from there. 
Delivery is the end of life, and in the after-delivery it is nothing but
darkness and anxiety and it takes us nowhere.”
“Well, I don’t know,” says the other, “but certainly we will see mother
and she will take care of us”.
“Mother?!” You believe in mother? Where is she now?”
“She is all around us. It is in her that we live. Without her there
would not be this world.”

    something after delivery. Maybe we are here to
prepare ourselves for what we will be later”.

"Nonsense” says the other. “There is no life after delivery. What
would that life be?”   

“I don’t see her, so it’s only logical that she doesn’t
exist."
   To which the other replied, “sometimes when you’re
s   silent you can hear her, you can sense her.

I believe there is a reality after delivery and we’re
here to prepare ourselves for that reality.”

https://matthewwarner.me/story-of-two-babies



Credit: https://sites.google.com/site/gouthamrdodda/ 
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ANAGRAMS
CAN YOU UNJUMBLE THESE WORDS TO MAKE SOME OF OUR

FAVOURITE FOODS? 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

SPHAITGTE

PICSH

ZAIZP

KIHECNC GUNTESG

ASUSGAE LOLSR

GANESAL

CARAMNOI ECEHES

LCOTEAHOC


